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Description An ear for language of the highest order, profound
compassion for characters, an eye for the smallest shifts in the
cultural landscape, and a preternatural understanding of
motivation and behavior -- Ann Beattie's renowned storytelling
abilities, for which she won the 2000 PEN/Bernard Malamud
Prize, are on dazzling display in The Doctor's House. We open
this novel to a woman's account of her brother's sexual
appetites and his betrayals of his lovers, which he has a need to
confess to his sister. Nina, a reclusive copy editor, should have
better things to do than to track Andrew's escapades. Since her
husband's tragic death, she has become solitary and defensive
-- and as compulsive about her brother as he is about sex.
When the first movement ends, the melody is taken up by their
mother. New shadows and new light fall on Nina's account as
painful secrets of life in the house of their father, the doctor's
house, emerge. In the dramatic third movement, the brother
gives us his perspective, and as Beattie takes us into Andrew's
mind, there is the suggestion that Nina...
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Extensive guide for ebook lovers. It generally does not cost excessive. Your way of life span will likely be convert the
instant you complete looking at this ebook.
-- R ocky Da ch-- R ocky Da ch

Certainly, this is the very best work by any author. It is amongst the most remarkable publication i have got study. I am
just happy to inform you that this is actually the greatest pdf i have got study inside my individual daily life and can be
he very best publication for at any time.
-- Gilber t R ippin-- Gilber t R ippin
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